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Different glutamate receptors convey feedforward 
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Abstract 

Neurons in primary visual cortex (V1) receive feedforward input from the 
thalamus which shapes receptive-field properties.  They additionally 
receive recurrent inputs via horizontal connections within V1 and 
feedback from higher visual areas which are thought to be important for 
conscious visual perception.  Here we investigated what roles different 
glutamate receptors play in conveying feedforward and recurrent inputs in 
macaque V1.   As a measure of recurrent processing we used figure-ground 
modulation (FGM), the increased activity of neurons representing figures 
compared to background, which depends on feedback from higher areas.  
We found that feedforward driven activity was strongly reduced by the 
AMPA receptor antagonist CNQX whereas this drug had no effect on 
FGM.  In contrast, blockers of the NMDA receptor reduced FGM, 
whereas their effect on visually driven activity varied with the sub-unit 
specificity of the drug.  APV, which blocks all NMDA receptors, caused 
a slight reduction of the visual response, whereas ifenprodil, which targets 
NMDA receptors containing the GluN2B sub-unit, increased the visual 
response.  These findings demonstrate that glutamate receptors 
contribute differently to feedforward and recurrent processing in V1 and 
suggest new ways to selectively disrupt recurrent processing so that its role 
in visual perception can be elucidated. 
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Introduction 

The areas of the primate visual cortex are arranged in a hierarchy, with 
feedforward connections propagating information from lower to higher 
areas and feedback connections carrying information in the opposite 
direction, back to the lower areas (Felleman and Van Essen 1991). 
Feedforward and recurrent processing differ greatly in function. 
Feedforward connections drive neurons in visual cortex. They shape the 
receptive-field of neurons causing the rapid formation of tuning properties 
such as orientation and direction selectivity (Hubel and Wiesel 1968) and 
even sensitivity to complex objects such as faces. In contrast, recurrent 
input, carried by feedback connections from higher areas and by horizontal 
connections within a visual area, is thought not to drive neurons but to 
mediate modulatory, contextual effects (Crick and Koch 1998; Sherman 
and Guillery 1998). Recurrent connections have been suggested to be 
involved in attention (Desimone 1995; Moore and Armstrong 2003; 
Roelfsema 2006), figure-ground segregation (Lamme 1995; Zipser et al. 
1996; Hupé et al. 1998; Angelucci et al. 2002), and conscious visual 
perception (Lamme and Roelfsema 2000; Lamme 2006), although their 
precise function is not well understood. One problem in studying the role 
of recurrent connections has been the lack of a tool to selectively inhibit 
them without disrupting feedforward processing. Some studies blocked the 
source of recurrent processing by suppressing activity in higher-level visual 
areas using cooling or injections of GABA while recording in lower-level 
areas (Sandell and Schiller 1982; Hupé et al. 1998, 2001). The results of 
these studies vary because some showed strong effects on V1 activity 
(Sandell and Schiller 1982) and a decrease in contextual modulation (Hupé 
et al. 1998) while others showed no effect (Hupé et al. 2001). The exact 
effect of recurrent input into V1 therefore remains to be elucidated.  

Why might feedforward connections drive neuronal activity while 
recurrent connections are merely modulatory? Long-range projections 
within the visual system use glutamate as an excitatory neurotransmitter 
(Johnson and Burkhalter 1994), and modelling studies (Lumer et al. 1997; 
Dehaene et al. 2003) have hypothesized that AMPA receptors (AMPARs) 
carry the feed-forward signal from the thalamus to higher visual areas 
whereas NMDA receptors (NMDARs) are responsible for the recurrent 
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effects.  This would explain why recurrent connections are modulatory as 
activation of the NMDAR is dependent on prior depolarization of the 
post-synaptic neuron (Daw et al. 1993).  If feedback connections use 
NMDARs, they will have strong effects on neurons that are well driven by 
AMPA-ergic feedforward input and weaker effects on cells that are not 
strongly activated, in accordance with the neurophysiology of feedback 
effects (Treue and Martínez Trujillo 1999; Moore and Armstrong 2003; 
Ekstrom et al. 2008).  In support of the different roles of these glutamate 
receptors, the feedforward input from the LGN into visual cortex is 
sensitive to broad-spectrum glutamate receptor antagonists but much less 
affected by application of APV (Hagihara et al. 1988), a selective NMDA-
antagonist. Furthermore, a study that activated neurons in cat visual cortex 
with stimuli of varying contrast found that NMDARs influence response 
gain; NMDA-blockers reduce the response of neurons driven by a high 
contrast stimulus, but have weak effects on responses evoked by low 
contrast stimuli and on spontaneous activity (Fox et al. 1990).  In contrast, 
the effects of AMPARs were additive; AMPARs added to activity in a 
manner that was relatively independent of contrast. Taken together, these 
results suggest that AMPARs could drive cortical neurons while 
NMDARs determine response gain.  Here we aimed to test directly the 
relative contributions of AMPARs and NMDARs to feedforward input 
and recurrent processing. We injected antagonists of glutamate receptors 
into area V1 of two monkeys performing a figure-ground segregation task. 
We chose this task because the effects of feedforward and recurrent 
connections are expressed in different phases of the neuronal response 
(Lamme 1995; Roelfsema et al. 2007). The initial response reflects 
feedforward input from the thalamus and does not discriminate between 
figure and ground. However, approximately 100ms after stimulus onset, 
V1 neurons increase their firing rate when their receptive field falls on a 
figure compared to when it falls on the background (Lamme 1995). This 
figure-ground modulation (FGM) represents a modulatory influence on 
the neuronal response from outside the classical receptive field that 
correlates well with the percept of the animal (Supèr et al. 2001) and 
previous studies have pointed to feedback from extra-striate visual areas as 
the main source of FGM (Hupé et al. 1998; Lamme, Supèr, et al. 1998; 
Angelucci and Bullier 2003).  To discriminate between the effects of 
glutamate receptor classes we injected CNQX and APV which are selective 
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antagonists of the AMPAR and NMDAR, respectively.  There are several 
subclasses of NMDARs with different GluN2-subunits that have distinct 
functional properties and expression profiles (Köhr 2006).  To distinguish 
the roles that these different receptors play in visual processing we also 
injected ifenprodil in some of our experiments, which is a drug which 
selectively blocks NMDARs containing the GluN2B-subunit (Williams 
1993).  We found that CNQX strongly reduced neural firing but that it 
had little effect on FGM. In contrast, NMDAR blockers had variable 
effects on the feedforward response depending on the NMDAR subunit 
that they targeted; APV caused a moderate reduction in visually driven 
activity but ifenprodil a moderate increase.  Importantly, despite their 
opposite effects on the visually driven activity, both drugs reduced FGM.  

 

Materials and Methods 

Task and training  

All procedures complied with the NIH Guide for Care and Use of 
Laboratory Animals, and were approved by the institutional animal care 
and use committee of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and 
Sciences.  We recorded from two adult macaque monkeys (Macaca Mulatta 
- Monkeys S and E). The monkeys were implanted with a head-post for 
head stabilization and a recording chamber over V1 using standard 
techniques (Supplementary Information). The animals were trained to 
fixate within a window of 1° diameter centred on a small red circular 
fixation point (0.3° in diameter). We recorded eye movements using a 
video eye-tracker (Thomas recording) sampled at 250Hz. Every trial began 
with the fixation point presented on the grey background and the monkeys 
triggered the beginning of the trial when their gaze entered a 1° fixation 
window centred on the fixation point. After 300ms of fixation a full-screen 
texture stimulus was presented. The texture consisted of black lines 
oriented lines (either 45o or 135o) on a white background (Figure 5.1A). 
The texture was designed so that, on average, the image elements in the 
RF were constant across conditions (see Supplementary Information). On 
figure and ground trials the texture contained a 4o wide square figure. The 
location of the figure was varied so that the neurons’ RF s fell on the figure 
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or on the background (Figure 5.1B). After a further 300ms the fixation 
point was extinguished and the monkey was required to make a saccade 
into a target-window centred on the figure position. On 25% of trials we 
presented a homogeneous texture without a figure (Catch condition) and 
the animals were rewarded for carrying on fixating within the fixation 
window for a further 400ms. The stimulus conditions were presented in a 
pseudorandom order. We made the recordings in epochs of 200 correct 
trials with each session consisting of at least one pre-drug epoch, one drug 
epoch and one recovery epoch, although we typically recorded several 
recovery epochs.   

 

Electrophysiological methods  

We used laminar electrodes (‘U-probes’, Plexon Inc.) for all recordings. 
We used a 24-contact version of the probe, with a diameter of 420μm, a 
contact diameter of 25μm and an inter-contact spacing of 100μm. The 
impedance of the contact points was in the range of 300-700kΩ at 1kHz 
allowing us to record multi-unit data.  The recordings were grounded and 
referenced to the guide-tube used to stabilize the transition of the electrode 
across the dura (the guide tube did not penetrate the dura).  The head-
stage amplified the signal by four times before the signal was passed to a 
pre-amplifier (TDT; Tucker-Davis Technologies).  The signal was 
digitized at 24.4kHz.  As in previous studies (Super and Roelfsema 2005; 
Xing et al. 2009), we measured the envelope of the multi-unit signal 
(MUAe, see Supplementary Information).  The signal was band-pass 
filtered (500-5000 Hz), full-wave rectified and then low-pass filtered (200 
Hz) and sampled at a rate of 763 Hz.  The MUAe represents the pooled 
activity of a number of single units in the vicinity of the tip of the electrode 
and the population response obtained with this method is therefore 
expected to be identical to the population response obtained by pooling 
across single units (Super and Roelfsema 2005).  Multi-unit receptive 
fields (RFs) were plotted using a moving bar stimulus as reported 
previously (Super and Roelfsema 2005) (Figure 5.7).  Further details about 
the MUAe recording technique and comparisons with thresholded multi-
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unit activity are provided in the Supplementary Information and Figures. 
5.12, 5.13. 

 
Figure 5.1. Behavioural task and recording method.  (A)  An example of a figure-ground texture with 
a figure composed of 135o oriented lines on a background of lines oriented at 45o. The red circle in the 
centre of the display is the fixation point.  (B) A schematic representation of the main conditions with 
the multi-unit receptive field inside or outside the figure. In the ground condition, the figure was 
placed at one of two possible locations at an angle of 120o from the RF position, at the same 
eccentricity. The monkey’s task was to make a saccade into a target window centred on the figure, after 
the fixation point was extinguished. 
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Data Analysis  

The MUAe traces for each trial were filtered with notch filters at 50 and 
85Hz to remove possible contamination from line noise and the monitor 
refresh rate. For each recording site we calculated an average response after 
subtracting the pre-trial baseline and then normalizing to the average 
response in the peak window (50-100ms) from the pre-drug, catch trial 
condition.   The MUAe data we report are therefore expressed as a fraction 
of the average peak response, e.g. a change of 0.1 units equals a change of 
10% of the peak response.  We removed recording sites with a signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of less than 1 (12.8% of sites). SNR was calculated as 
the ratio between the peak response and the standard deviation of the 
spontaneous activity level across trials. For statistical comparisons at the 
population level we used two-sided t-tests for every drug to test whether it 
changed the visual response or FGM.  As we performed four tests for each 
time window (three drugs plus control) we applied a Bonferroni correction 
for multiple comparisons. Results are only reported as significant if the 
corrected p-value was less than 0.05 for both monkeys individually and 
when averaged across monkeys. The MI ([Figure - Ground]/ [Figure + 
Ground]) is an unstable measure for recording sites in which the 
denominator is close to zero (i.e. sites where the overall response level 
during the sustained period drops back to baseline).  To avoid the average 
MI across recording sites becoming dominated by extreme values we 
removed recording sites in which the sustained period activity was lower 
than 5% of the peak response or the absolute z-score of sustained period 
activity was greater than 3 (3.9% of sites). 

 

Results 

Task and Behaviour 

We used a version of the figure-ground segregation task (Supèr et al. 2001) 
where the monkey was required to indicate the location of a texture-
defined figure with a saccade (Figure 5.1). On catch trials (25% of trials) 
the texture was presented with no figure present and the monkey was 
required to maintain fixation. The figures were salient as previous reports 
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have demonstrated that these produce strong FGM in V1 (Supèr et al. 
2001).  The monkeys performed the task with high accuracy. If the figure 
was present, Monkey S was correct on 95.8% and Monkey E on 98.0% of 
the trials. Accuracy on catch trials was somewhat lower (Monkey S = 
74.5% correct, Monkey E = 91.7% correct).  

 

The effect of NMDAR antagonists at example recording sites  

We recorded the envelope of the multi-unit activity (MUAe) 
simultaneously from the different laminae of V1 in 3 hemispheres of the 
two monkeys with a multi-contact electrode (‘U-probe’, Plexon inc.).  In 
addition to 24 recording sites, the electrode contained a fluid-line which 
allowed us to pressure-inject small quantities (25-100nl) of drugs into V1 
(Fig 5.5).  We placed the electrode at the desired depth in cortex using 
current-source density analysis (Figure 5.6) and measured the location and 
size of the multi-unit receptive fields (RFs) for each recording site (Figure 
5.7).  We then presented figure-ground textures and ensured that the RF 
either fell in the centre of the figure or in the background region (Figure 
5.1B). We quantified the effect of the drugs using two measures: the peak 
response and FGM.  The peak response was measured as the average 
activity across both conditions in a window from 50-100ms after stimulus 
onset. FGM was measured as the difference between the figure and 
background response from 100-200ms after figure onset expressed as a 
fraction of the peak response.  All MUAe responses before and after drug 
application were normalized to the peak response of the pre-drug epoch 
for each recording site.  An example recording in which we injected APV 
is illustrated in Figure 5.2A.  In the pre-drug control period we observed 
the typical FGM profile.  After approximately 100ms the response evoked 
by the figure (thick, dark blue trace) became stronger than activity evoked 
by the homogeneous background (thin, light blue trace).  After this 
baseline measurement we injected 30nl of 50mM APV.  The example in 
Figure 5.2A shows the typical effect of APV.  The drug caused a small 
reduction in peak response by 9% of the pre-drug level (p < 0.01, t-test).  
In the later response phase, it reduced the figure response but it barely 
affected the background response.  This led to a reduction in FGM, by 
46.2% of the pre-drug level (ANOVA, F1,463 = 5.6, p < 0.02).  To 
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investigate whether the decrease in FGM was caused by the change in 
response strength we calculated a modulation index (MI), which is 
insensitive to the overall level of activity because it is defined as the 
difference between the figure and ground response in a window from 100-
200ms after stimulus onset divided by the summed activity in that window; 
MI = [Figure - Ground]/ [Figure + Ground].  APV reduced the MI from 
0.13 to 0.07 (a 41.8% reduction) which indicates that the reduction in 
FGM was larger than the reduction in overall activity. In a few 
penetrations, the visual response increased after APV application, but 
FGM was reduced (Figure 5.8). FGM recovered well within 60 minutes 
of drug application. We also studied injections of ifenprodil, which is an 
NMDA antagonist that predominantly inactivates NMDARs containing 
the GluN2B subunit.  Figure 5.2B shows a recording site where we 
injected ifenprodil, which to our surprise caused an increase in the peak 
response by 11.5% (p < 0.01, t-test), an effect that was typical for ifenprodil 
injections. Despite this increase in activity we found that ifenprodil 
reduced the level of FGM, in this example by 94% of the pre-drug level 
(ANOVA, F1,450 = 4.73, p = 0.03).  The combination of an increase in 
overall activity with a decrease in FGM reduced the MI from 0.14 to 0.005 
(a 96% reduction).  We did not observe much recovery from the ifenprodil 
injection even though we waited for over 1.5 hours after the injection, but 
this result is not unexpected as long recovery times have also been reported 
for ifenprodil in cortical slices (Kumar and Huguenard 2003) (Figure 5.9). 

 

Effects of NMDAR antagonists at the population level.  

Across the population of recording sites, we observed that APV (n = 388) 
and ifenprodil (n = 295) had opposite effects on the visually driven 
response. APV decreased visual responses by an average of 7.5% if we 
analysed the entire response epoch (0-200ms) (Figure 5.3A).  APV 
reduced both the peak response (50-100ms) by 8.3% (Figure 5.3B, t-test, 
p < 0.05 in both monkeys) and the later sustained response (100-200ms) 
by 8.1% (t-test, both p < 0.001, Figure 5.3C). In contrast, ifenprodil 
reliably increased neural responses (Figure 5.3A). Across the population of 
recording sites, the average increase in peak response was 7.8% and 
responsiveness also increased in the later analysis window (t-tests, all ps < 
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0.001 for both monkeys) (green symbols in Figure 5.3B, C). Despite their 
opposite effects on visual responsiveness, both NMDA antagonists 
reduced FGM.  APV reduced responses in both the figure and ground 
conditions but the reduction was greater in the figure condition leading to 
the decrease in FGM (Figure 5.3C). APV reduced FGM by 34.2% across 
all penetrations (Figure 5.4A, t-test, both monkeys, p < 0.001). Moreover, 
this decrease in FGM was stronger than predicted by the decrease in visual 
responsiveness so that the MI was also reduced, from 0.14 to 0.10 (22.2% 
reduction, t-test: both monkeys, p < 0.05, Figure 5.4B).  Figure 5.4C 
shows the effect of APV across individual penetrations. The majority of 
penetrations exhibited significant reductions in FGM. In some FGM was 
not reduced, but we could not exclude that the injection failed in some of 
these experiments.  Ifenprodil also reduced FGM. It increased responses 
evoked by the figure and by the background, but the increase was greater 
for the background responses, causing a decrease in FGM (Figure 5.3C). 
Ifenprodil caused significant reductions in FGM in 10 out of 17 
penetrations (Figure 5.4D). Across all recording sites the average reduction 
in FGM was 21.5% (t-test, both monkeys, p < 0.001, Figure 5.4A). 
Moreover, this reduction in FGM combined with an increase in visually 
driven activity reduced the MI from an average value of 0.19 to 0.13 (33.2% 
reduction, t-test: both monkeys, p < 0.001, Figure 5.4B). The time-course 
of the effect of the two drugs differed. APV produced immediate effects 
which recovered well within 30 minutes (yellow bars in Figure 5.4A, B) 
while the effects of ifenprodil took longer to reach their maximum and 
were relatively long-lasting so that the changes in neuronal activity did not 
return to baseline, even if the recording session was extended to > 2hrs 
post-injection (Kumar and Huguenard 2003) (Figure 5.9). Responses 
during catch-trials were very similar to responses during the ground 
condition (triangles in Figure 5.3B, C), although responses from monkey 
E were slightly, but significantly (t-test, p < 0.001), higher during catch 
trials than ground trials. This difference indicates that the presence of a 
figure elsewhere caused a decrease in the response evoked by the 
background.  The drugs did not influence this difference between catch 
and ground trials (t-test, p > 0.05). 
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Effects of an AMPA-R antagonist.  

In separate experiments we injected CNQX, which is an antagonist of the 
AMPAR. Figure 5.2C shows an example recording site where CNQX was 
injected. In this example, CNQX produced a large reduction in the peak 
response by 56.5% of the pre-drug level (p < 0.001, t-test). Interestingly, 
the decrease in peak response was not accompanied by a significant change 
in FGM (ANOVA, F1,785 = 1.19, p = 0.28).  In this example responses 
recovered within 90 minutes of the injection. The effects of CNQX on the 
overall response level were consistent across the population with 93.5% of 
recording sites (n = 252) showing a reduction in response (Figure 5.3A, B; 
Figure 5.10A). The drug reduced the initial peak response on average by 
37.5% of the pre-drug level (t-test: both monkeys, p < 0.001, Figure 5.3A, 
B). At the population level, the decrease in activity during the later 
sustained response phase was similar to the reduction in peak response 
(reduction of 26.1%, t-test: both monkeys, p < 0.01, Figure 5.3C). The 
effects of CNQX on the figure and background responses were similar 
(Figure 5.3C) and the drug therefore did not cause a significant reduction 
in either FGM (t-test, p = 0.17) or MI (t-test, p = 0.27) (Figures 5.4A, B; 
5.10C).  Recovery from CNQX injections was partial and its effect on the 
visually driven response recovered by approximately 85% (yellow bar in 
Figure 5.3A).  As a control for the effects of the pressure injection we also 
carried out separate penetrations in which we injected of water or artificial 
cerebro-spinal fluid (aCSF) for a total of 224 recording sites. These control 
injections had no effect on the peak response (t-test, p > 0.05) (black 
symbols in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, also see Figure 5.10B, D), FGM (t-test, p 
> 0.05) or MI (t-test, p > 0.05).  Control analyses demonstrated that the 
effects reported here could not be explained by small changes in fixational 
eye-movements (Supplementary Information). 
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Figure 5.2. Example drug effects on neuronal activity in area V1. (A) The multi-unit neuronal 
responses at an electrode situated in the superficial layers before and after the injection of 40nl APV. 
Thick and thin traces show MUAe responses evoked by the figure and background, respectively, and 
the shaded regions indicate the FGM. The data shown here were normalized by the maximum 
response across conditions in the pre-drug period. The data from the recovery period were obtained 
one hour after the injection. The bar graphs on the right show the effect of the drug on the peak 
response which was defined as the average activity evoked by figure and background from 50-100ms 
after stimulus onset (top graph) and on FGM which was defined as the difference between the response 
evoked by figure and background in a window from 100-200ms after stimulus onset. The error-bars 
show the SEM. (B) The effects of a 30nl injection of ifenprodil at a layer IV electrode that caused an 
increase in peak response and a decrease in FGM that did not recover although the session was 
continued for 1.5 hours post-injection. (C) An example of a 30nL injection of CNQX that produced 
a decrease in the peak response but did not reduce FGM, the electrode was situated in the superficial 
layers. The data from the recovery epoch were recorded more than 90mins after the injection. 	
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Figure 5.3.  Drug effects on visual responsivity across recording sites.  (A) The average change in overall 
response (from 0-200ms after stimulus onset, averaged across figure and ground conditions) across all 
recording sites after injections of APV (blue), ifenprodil (green), CNQX (red), and aCSF (black).  The 
graph shows the change in response compared to the pre-drug baseline (negative numbers indicate a 
decrease in response).  Yellow bars indicate the response in the recovery epoch.  Error-bars denote 
SEM across recording sites.  (B) The effect of the different drugs on the activity during the peak 
response window (50-100ms after stimulus onset) for the figure (squares), ground (circles) and catch 
trials (triangles). The pre-drug activity has been subtracted, and negative values therefore indicate that 
the drug reduced the response.  The effects of the drugs on the responses evoked by the figure and 
background were identical in this time window.  (C) The change in response during the modulation 
period (100-200ms after stimulus onset).  The difference between the effect of the drugs on activity 
evoked by the figure and ground corresponds to the drug effect on FGM (reported in Figure 5.4A). 
***, p < 0.001, paired t-test. 
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provides a measure for the feedforward input and the rapid local analysis 
that takes place within V1. We found that the initial visual response was 
very sensitive to CNQX indicating a strong contribution of AMPARs, in 
accordance with previous studies (Hagihara et al. 1988; Armstrong-James 
et al. 1993; Sato et al. 1999). The extent to which NMDARs contribute 
to the visually driven response is a matter of debate, as some studies 
reported that APV suppresses visual responses (Miller et al. 1989; Sato et 
al. 1999) while other studies found that NMDARs do not contribute 
strongly to visually driven activity in layer IV or VI (Hagihara et al. 1988; 
Fox et al. 1989, 1990).  We found that antagonists of the NMDAR 
affected the visually driven activity, but that the effect depended on the 
sub-unit specificity of the antagonist. Injections of APV, which blocks all 
NMDAR sub-types, generally reduced neural activity. A remarkable and 
new finding is that ifenprodil, which preferentially blocks NMDARs 
containing the GluN2B sub-unit, consistently increased neural activity. 
One possibility is that these receptors promote inhibition of V1-activity so 
that blocking them disinhibits cortical columns.  

During the later, sustained response phase, V1 neurons fire more strongly 
if their RF falls on a figure than on a background region. This FGM is 
thought to arise from feedback from higher visual areas (Hupé et al. 1998; 
Lamme, Supèr, et al. 1998; Angelucci and Bullier 2003; Bair et al. 2003) 
with possible contributions from horizontal connections within area V1 
(Li 1999). The relative contribution of these potential sources of FGM is 
not known and it is therefore convenient to refer to these modulatory 
effects as recurrent. Our results show that blocking AMPARs causes a 
robust suppression of visually driven activity without much effect on FGM. 
In contrast, FGM was sensitive to drugs that block the NMDAR as both 
APV and ifenprodil significantly reduced FGM despite their opposite 
effects on the visually driven activity. This dissociation between the effects 
of drugs targeting the AMPA and NMDARs suggests that feedforward 
information is predominantly carried by AMPARs whereas FGM depends 
on NMDARs. APV and ifenprodil also differed in the manner by which 
they reduced FGM. APV produced a greater suppression of responses 
evoked by figures compared to the background whereas ifenprodil 
produced a greater increase of background responses than of figure 
responses. This latter finding raises the intriguing possibility that recurrent 
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connections suppress the response to the background through NMDARs 
containing the GluN2B sub-unit. Although this hypothesis may seem to 
be at odds with anatomical studies in rat visual cortex showing that 
feedback connections almost exclusively target excitatory neurons (Johnson 
and Burkhalter 1996), comparable studies in macaque visual cortex are 
lacking so that the neuronal targets of feedback projections in primates 
remain unknown. 

 
Figure 5.4. Drug effects on figure-ground modulation.  (A) The average change in FGM (in a window 
from 100-200ms after stimulus onset) across all recording sites after injections of APV (blue), 
ifenprodil (green), CNQX (red), and aCSF (black). Negative numbers indicate a decrease in FGM. 
Yellow bars indicate FGM in the recovery epoch, and error-bars denote SEM across recording sites. 
(B) The change in MI caused by the drugs. (C) The effects of APV on FGM per penetration. X-axis, 
average pre-drug FGM across recording sites of one penetration. Y-axis, post-drug FGM. Error-bars 
show SEM. Penetrations with a non-significant effect may have been the result of failed injections. 
(D)  The effect of ifenprodil across penetrations.  

 

Are feed-forward connections AMPA-ergic and recurrent connections 
NMDA-ergic?  

Theoretical studies have suggested that feedforward connections drive the 
neurons in a cortical column whereas recurrent connections can only 
modulate the activity (Crick and Koch 1998; Sherman and Guillery 1998). 
It is advantageous that recurrent connections do not drive their target 
neurons, because this could lead to positive feedback loops causing 
uncontrolled activity (Crick and Koch 1998).  Models of cortical 
processing suggested that the properties of driving and modulatory 
connections could be related to differences in the proportion of AMPARs 
and NMDARs (Wang 2001).  Specifically, AMPARs were suggested to 
propagate visual activity from lower to higher areas while NMDARs were 
proposed to cause modulatory effects mediated by recurrent connections 
(Lumer et al. 1997; Dehaene et al. 2003).  On the one hand, AMPARs 
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directly depolarize the post-synaptic neuron and this could explain the 
efficient activation of neurons by feedforward connections, which drive 
cells and determine their tuning (Hagihara et al. 1988; Fox et al. 1989; 
Armstrong-James et al. 1993). The presence of NMDARs in recurrent 
connections, on the other hand, could explain why these connections are 
merely modulatory.  If glutamate binds to NMDARs then the channels 
only pass current upon removal of the magnesium block by sufficient 
depolarization caused by concomitant activation of AMPARs (Daw et al. 
1993). NMDA-ergic recurrent connections could thereby amplify a 
selective subset of the neuronal responses evoked by AMPA-ergic 
feedforward connections, and this mechanism could explain why 
modulatory effects are most pronounced for neurons that are well driven 
by a visual stimulus (Treue and Martínez Trujillo 1999; Moore and 
Armstrong 2003; Ekstrom et al. 2008).  NMDA-channels of neurons that 
are not driven by feedforward connections would remain blocked so that 
recurrent connections would have little impact on these cells. The idea that 
feedforward connections use AMPARs and recurrent connections 
NMDARs is presumably only a first approximation, however, because 
cortical synapses in adult animals usually contain functional AMPARs as 
well as NMDARs (Kharazia et al. 1996).  Nevertheless, there are 
substantial differences in the AMPA/NMDA ratio between cortical areas 
and also between layers within area V1 (Fox et al. 1989; Rosier et al. 1993; 
Petralia et al. 1994; Eickhoff et al. 2007), which suggests that recurrent 
connections may target synapses that are richer in NMDARs than 
feedforward connections.  A previous study in anesthetized cats (Fox et al. 
1990) supported the different roles of these glutamate receptors by 
showing that activation of AMPARs added a relatively constant number 
of spikes to the firing rate of a neuron whereas activation of the NMDAR 
caused an increase in response gain. Similarly, a study on direction 
selectivity (Rivadulla et al. 2001) showed that AMPAR activity produces 
directionally selective responses whereas NMDAR activity amplifies 
neuronal responses evoked by a stimulus moving in the preferred direction. 
In other words, NMDARs increase the firing rate of active cells and have 
little effect on neurons not driven by the visual stimulus.  
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Other mechanisms that could explain the effect of NMDA blockers on 
FGM.  

We also considered other explanations for the effects of NMDA 
antagonists on FGM that do not depend on differences in glutamate 
receptor distributions. First, we considered the possibility that the 
differential effect of AMPA and NMDA-blockers could be caused by 
NMDA-channels opening more slowly than AMPA-channels (Daw et al. 
1993). However, we observed that the NMDAR antagonists had 
significant, albeit opposite, effects on the initial transient response which 
is incompatible with explanations solely based on differences in receptor 
dynamics. Second, an intriguing recent study (Larkum et al. 2009) has 
opened up the possibility that NMDARs play a crucial role in integrating 
synaptic inputs contacting the apical dendrites of pyramidal neurons, 
which are a key target for feedback projections (Rockland and Virga 1989). 
The activation of NMDARs induces NMDA-spikes, which are 
regenerative events in the dendritic tufts of cortical neurons that can give 
rise to a calcium spike. This calcium spike, in turn, propagates along the 
apical dendrite to the soma to influence the neuron’s firing rate. Blocking 
of NMDARs reduces the ability of layer I synapses to generate a dendritic 
calcium spike (Larkum et al. 2009).  In our experiment the NMDA-
blockers may also have prevented the NMDA-spikes induced by feedback 
connections that contribute to figure-ground segregation leading to a 
reduction in FGM. We did not completely remove FGM with injections 
of APV or ifenprodil. It is therefore possible that other receptors also 
contribute to FGM. A recent study that used drugs that target 
acetylcholine receptors, for example, demonstrated that attentional 
feedback effects in area V1 depend on the activation of muscarinic 
receptors (Herrero et al. 2008). However, it is also possible that the partial 
removal of FGM reflects the small amount of drug that we injected. 
Higher concentrations and larger quantities might lead to more complete 
blocks.  
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Is feedback to V1 necessary to solve the figure-ground task?  

FGM correlates with the ability of monkeys to segment the image and 
detect the figure (Supèr et al. 2001).  Moreover, FGM does not occur in 
anesthetized animals (Lamme, Zipser, et al. 1998).  These findings suggest 
that recurrent interactions between area V1 and higher visual areas are 
necessary to solve the figure-ground segregation task.  A strict test of this 
hypothesis would be to block or reduce FGM in area V1 while allowing 
the normal feedforward propagation of the visual response.  In this study 
we observed that NMDAR antagonists come close to fulfilling these 
criteria.  Both APV and ifenprodil reduce the level of FGM and the effects 
of these drugs on the feedforward response are small compared to the 
effects of CNQX.  Our behavioural paradigm was designed to produce 
strong FGM and the figures were always well above the threshold for 
perception.  Future studies could use more sensitive behavioural paradigms 
to test if the reductions in FGM caused by NMDA-blockers interfere with 
figure perception. 

 
Supplementary Information 

Supplemental Experimental Procedures 

Stimuli 

All stimuli were generated using in-house software and were presented on 
a CRT monitor with a resolution of 1024x768 pixels and refresh rate of 
85Hz which was viewed from a distance of 75cm.  Stimuli were full-screen 
textures consisting of black oriented line elements (45 and 135 orientation) 
on a white background.  Firstly, we made two textures of each orientation 
(i.e. two leftwards oriented textures, 135a and 135b, and two rightwards 
oriented textures, 45a and 45b) with randomly placed elements (5345 
elements per texture with a width of 1 pixel and a length of 16 pixels). 
Then a square region of either 4° x 4° or 5° x 5° (5° figures were used for 
RFs of greater than 6°eccentricity, otherwise 4° figures were used) was 
copied onto a full-screen texture of the orthogonal orientation at the 
appropriate location. We used the following orientation combinations 
(figure on background): 45a on 135a, 135a on 45a, 45b on 135b and 135b 
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on 45b.  These four combinations were shown in a counter-balanced order, 
ensuring that on average precisely the same contour elements were present 
inside the multi-unit RF for the figure and ground conditions.   

 

Surgical procedures 

After a period of acclimatization to the housing facility and primate chair 
we performed an initial operation on each monkey under general 
anaesthesia to implant a head-post for fixation.  Anaesthesia was induced 
with ketamine (10 mg/kg i.m.) and xylazine (0.6 mg/kg i.m.).  In cases 
where sedation was not deep enough we also supplemented dormicum (1-
2mg/kg i.v.).  The monkey was then intubated and infused with ringer-
lactate (10-15 ml/kg/hr).  Anaesthesia was maintained after intubation by 
ventilating with a mixture of air and O2 in 2:1 ratio, supplemented with 
0.8-1% isoflurane and fentanyl (0.005 mg/kg i.v.).  After the operation the 
monkeys received painkillers (Temgesic 0.005 mg/kg i.m.) and antibiotics.  
After recovery from the operation the monkeys were trained until they 
reached stable performance on the figure-ground task.  We then carried 
out another procedure under general anaesthesia as described above to 
implant a recording chamber above V1 over a small craniotomy.  In 
Monkey S we attached cilux recording chambers (Crist Instruments) using 
dental cement.  In Monkey E we attached a custom-made titanium 
recording chamber to the skull using titanium screws.  We confirmed the 
placement of the chamber using ultrasonic imaging to determine the 
location of the lunate sulcus.  In both monkeys the lunate was found to run 
across the anterior third of the chamber so that the majority of the 
recording field was located over V1 and this is where we made all of our 
recordings.  The chambers were cleaned on a regular basis by removing 
tissue growth from the dural surface using surgical pincers.  Approximately 
every two months (during recording periods) we carried out a more 
intensive procedure under general anaesthetic to thin the dura.   
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Drug injections 

The electrodes contained a fine glass capillary tube to allow injection of 
fluids into cortex (Figure 5.5A).  The electrodes were filled using 
polyethylene tubing and Hamilton syringes (1µl).  Before filling the 
electrode, the drug was filtered using a sterile micro filter (Millipore, 
0.23µm filter).  All drugs were obtained from Sigma and were used in the 
following concentrations: APV 50mM, CNQX 5-10mM, ifenprodil 50-
100µM.  CNQX was dissolved in water (or aCSF, see below) by the 
addition of small quantities of NaOH (1M); the pH was then adjusted to 
8.  We used artificial cerebro-spinal fluid (aCSF), which was made as 
reported previously (Hupé et al. 2001), or water (to avoid clogging of the 
capillary) as a control for the pressure injection, and observed no 
differences between these two control solutions.  All drugs were pressure-
injected in small volumes (25-80nl) using a Hamilton syringe either in 10nl 
steps or in boluses.  

 
Figure 5.5. (A) An illustration of the laminar electrode in cortex. The electrode contained 24 contact 
points, spaced 100µm apart that allowed us to measure MUA across all cortical laminae simultaneously. 
The arrow indicates the approximate location of the fluid line exit.  (B) An example recording where 
CNQX was injected at the boundary between layer IVC and layer V to measure the diffusion of the 
drug through the cortical laminae. The bars indicate the change in the average response of each 
recording site (between 0-200ms after stimulus onset, given in normalized units) after injection of the 
drug compared to the pre-drug control level. Negative numbers indicate that CNQX reduced the 
neural response. It can be seen that the drug diffuses from the injection site with a slight preference to 
spread towards the superficial sites, back along the shaft of the electrode. Note that the maximum 
extent of the drug effect is ~1.5mm.  The shade of the blue bars represents the different cortical layers 
(deep, layer IV and superficial) as determined with an analysis of the current-source density profile.  
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We measured the effective diffusion distance of our injections by using 
CNQX, a blocker of the AMPAR which reliably reduces neural responses.  
We found that injections of CNQX reduced neural activity over a distance 
of approximately 1.5mm in the vertical direction, orthogonal to the cortical 
laminae (Figure 5.5B).  A previous study (Hupé et al. 1999) showed that 
diffusion in the horizontal plane is of a similar or smaller magnitude, 
although that study used another type of electrode. Given the cortical 
magnification factor at the eccentricities at which we recorded (Dow et al. 
1981) the drug was likely restricted to a region of cortex that represents 
less than 1o of visual field.   

 

Judging the depth of the electrode in cortex 

On each recording day we lowered the electrode across the dura using a 
manual micro-manipulator (Narashige, Japan).  The depth of the electrode 
was ascertained using current-source density (CSD) analysis (Mitzdorf 
1985; Schroeder et al. 1991) of the robust visual responses in the LFP that 
were evoked by the presentation of a full-screen 100% contrast 
checkerboard (presented for 250ms while the monkey fixated, check size 
0.3o).  The LFP was generated by applying a low-pass filter with a cut-off 
of 200Hz.  The one-dimensional CSD was then calculated as: 

 

 2

)()(2)()(
h

hxxhxxCSD ++--
=

jjj
 

Where φ is the voltage, x is the point at which the CSD is calculated and 
h is the spacing of channels for the computation (here 200μm).  The border 
between layer V and layer IVC was determined as the reversal in polarity 
from current sources in the deep layers to current sinks in layer IVC 
(Mitzdorf 1985; Schroeder et al. 1991) during the transient visual response 
(Figure 5.6).  We identified this reversal point for each recording and 
placed the electrode so that the reversal was as close as possible to the 8th 
contact from the tip to ensure coverage of all cortical laminae.   
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Figure 5.6. An example of a penetration showing the MUA (left graph) and CSD (middle and right 
graph) triggered by the sudden appearance of a full-screen, full-contrast checkerboard stimulus.  
Simultaneous responses from 17 contacts are shown stacked (5 contacts were excluded due to low 
SNR). In the leftmost columns blue colours indicate deeper channels and green/yellow colours indicate 
shallow channels. In the rightmost column the red colours show current sinks and the blue colours 
current sources. The CSD shows a clear reversal from a current source in the deep layers to a current 
sink in layer IVc, the boundary is marked by the dashed line.  This reversal was used to guide the 
placement of the electrode at a particular cortical depth. 

 

Reaction-time version of the task 

Initial recordings from Monkey S were made using a reaction-time (RT) 
version of the task in which the monkey was allowed to make a saccade as 
soon as the stimulus was presented. Otherwise the stimuli were identical 
to the delayed saccade version of the task. Responses from the RT version 
were very similar to the non-RT version, and we included 15 penetrations 
recorded with the RT version of the task. The average RT was 197ms and 
we analysed data until 200ms after stimulus onset. Given that the neural 
response latency in V1 is around 50ms, we ensured that changes in neural 
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response could not be attributed to saccadic eye movements by removing 
trials with RTs faster than 150ms (2.5% of trials in the RT task). 

 

Supplemental Results 

Number of recordings per drug, per monkey 

i) APV 

We carried out 25 electrode penetrations in which we injected APV, 11 in 
monkey S and 14 in monkey E yielding a total of 388 recording sites after 
excluding those that failed to meet our inclusion criteria (see Materials and 
Methods), 187 in Monkey S and 201 in monkey E. 

ii) Ifenprodil 

We made 17 penetrations in which we injected ifenprodil, 8 in monkey S 
and 9 in monkey E giving a total of 153 recording sites in monkey S and 
142 in monkey E.   

iii) CNQX 

In total we made 16 penetrations in which we injected CNQX, 10 in 
monkey S and 6 in monkey E, yielding a total of 159 and 93 recording 
sites, respectively.   

iv) aCSF/water 

In total we carried out 7 control penetrations in monkey S yielding 109 
recording sites and 6 penetrations in monkey E yielding 115 sites.   

 

Receptive field measurement, properties and selectivity 

The multi-unit envelope activity from the laminar electrodes reflects the 
spiking activity of multiple neurons in the vicinity of the electrode tip 
(Logothetis et al. 2001; Super and Roelfsema 2005; Xing et al. 2009).  We 
defined the receptive-field for these multi-unit recording sites (MUAe 
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RFs) as the region in the visual field where visual stimulation caused an 
increase in neuronal activity.  We measured the RF by sweeping a white 
bar over a grey background while the monkey fixated.  Once located, the 
RF dimensions were measured precisely by sweeping a horizontal bar in 
the up/down directions or a vertical bar in the left/right directions.  The 
bar (dimensions 4˚ x 0.4˚) was moved through an angle of 8˚ centred on the 
putative RF location and was swept at a speed of 8˚/s.  The average 
response to at least eight repeats of each direction was fitted by adjusting 
the mean and standard deviation of a Gaussian curve. The onset and offset 
of the response was taken so that 95% of the area under the Gaussian fell 
between them.  The RF border was then taken to be the average between 
the onset position of one direction averaged with the offset position from 
the opposite direction to compensate for the latency between the stimulus 
and the onset of the neural response (Super and Roelfsema 2005).  We 
recorded from the operculum of area V1, as well as from the calcarine 
portion of V1 by inserting the electrode deeper into the cortex (Figure 5.8).  
The sizes of the RFs were slightly larger than typical single/unit RFs at the 
same eccentricity (Hubel and Wiesel 1974; Dow et al. 1981; Van Essen et 
al. 1984) as is to be expected because the MUAe RF is the aggregate of the 
RFs of all the neurons that contribute to the recording.  On average the 
size of the opercular RFs was 1.1o (square-root of the area, standard 
deviation = 0.2o) and they were located between 2o and 6o eccentricity 
(median = 3.3o).  In deeper penetrations that were targeted to the calcarine 
cortex the RFs were larger (mean = 1.4o, standard deviation = 0.46o) and 
were located further into the periphery (7.3o to 14.2o, median = 10o).  We 
took care that all RFs remained within the boundary of the figure region, 
even for large receptive fields.  On rare occasions (<1% of recordings) when 
recording from the calcarine cortex, the shifting of the RFs was sufficient 
to bring the edge of the figure into the RF and these recording sites were 
removed from the analysis. 

We compared the orientation selectivity of the multi-unit sites in our study 
with those of previous studies that have recorded multi-unit activity in V1.  
The most comparable study is that of Lamme et al. (1999), who also 
recorded multi-unit envelope activity, but from chronically implanted 
electrodes.  Orientation tuning was measured in that study with the same 
method used by us, calculating an orientation tuning index (OTI) as the 
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response to the preferred orientation of the moving bar divided by the 
response to the least effective orientation.  Lamme et al. (1999) found that 
the mean OTI across the population of multi-units was 2.19 and in our 
data set the mean OTI was 1.95.  We conclude that the laminar electrodes 
used in this study record multi-unit activity that is tuned to orientation and 
comparable to multi-unit data of previous studies. 

 
Figure 5.7. The position and size of the multi-unit receptive fields.  The squares indicate the average 
position and size of the receptive fields from each penetration in the study from Monkey S (Red 
squares) and Monkey E (blue squares).  We recorded from two hemispheres in Monkey S, for one 
hemisphere we made deeper penetrations to record from calcarine cortex which represents more 
eccentric regions of the visual field.  

We did not adjust the stimulus orientation of the figure-ground textures 
to the preference of neurons at the individual recording sites. This means 
that we often used stimuli that were not optimal for any given neuron 
contributing to our MUAe RF, and the responses evoked by the two 
different orientations of the textures (45o and 135o) were, on average, 
similar.  Nevertheless, we considered the possibility that the effects we 
observed in the main experiment were due to drug-induced changes in 
orientation selectivity.  For each recording site we calculated a texture 
orientation tuning index (TOTI) using the following equation: 
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where Figure and Ground indicate the mean MUA response in the entire 
analysis window (0-200ms) and the subscript indicates whether the 
orientation of the texture in the RF was the preferred or non-preferred 
orientation.  The TOTI is expected to be smaller than the OTI defined 
above, because it is based on differences in activity evoked by only two 
orientations, which were not tailored to the preferred orientation of the 
recording site. The TOTI is 1 if the neurons respond equally to the two 
oriented textures, 2 if the response to the preferred texture is double the 
response to the non-preferred texture.  The mean OI across our recording 
sites was 1.2, which means that the response to the preferred texture was 
20% stronger than the response to the non-preferred texture.  We found 
no correlation between the TOTI and the MI of figure-ground 
modulation (r2 = 0.01) indicating that the variation in figure-ground 
modulation between recording sites is unlikely to have arisen due to 
differences in orientation preference.  We next investigated if the drugs 
influenced orientation tuning, but found no significant effects of the 
different drugs on the TOTI (Wilcoxon rank sum tests, all ps > 0.4).   

 

Further example drug-effects 

Figure 5.8 illustrates some further examples of drug-effects at individual 
recording sites. Figure 5.8A shows an (atypical) example of a recording site 
situated in layer VI where the peak response increased after the application 
of 35nl APV (6% increase, p < 0.01, t-test). Despite this increase in activity 
the drug reduced FGM by 55% (ANOVA, F1,1571 = 15.9, p < 0.001) and 
the MI by 54%.  The recovery was recorded 30 minutes after the injection. 
Figure 5.8B shows a further example of a 30nl APV injection which had 
no effect on the peak response but significantly reduced FGM by 53% 
(ANOVA, F1,214 = 4.79, p < 0.03) and the MI by 52%, the electrode was 
situated in layer V.  Figure 5.8C shows an example recording site from 
layer V with a very strong effect of ifenprodil (60nl) on excitability.  The 
drug increased the peak response by 40.1% of the pre-drug level (t-test, p 
< 0.0001).  Despite this large increase in responsiveness, FGM was reduced 
by 40.7% (ANOVA, F1,623 = 3.9, p < 0.05) and the MI decreased from 0.26 
to 0.08.  Figure 5.9D shows a further example from the superficial layers 
of a 50nl injection of ifenprodil which had no effect on the peak response 
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but reduced FGM by 58% (ANOVA, F1,623 = 8.65, p < 0.003) and the MI 
by 66%. Figure 5.9E shows an example site from layer V at which CNQX 
(30nl) strongly reduced the peak response (by 38.5% of the pre-drug level) 
but had no effect on FGM (F1,782 < 1, not significant).  

Figure 5.8. Further examples of drug-effects at single recording sites. (A) Injection of 35nl APV. (B) 
Injection of 30nl of APV. (C) Injection of 60nl ifenprodil. (D) Injection of 50nl of ifenprodil. (E) 
Application of 30nl CNQX. (F) Injection of 30nl of CNQX. Conventions are as in Figure 5.2.  

Recovery was incomplete at this recording site (the recovery data was 
recorded at 90mins after the injection). Figure 5.9F shows an example 
from the superficial layers of an injection of 30nl of CNQX which 
produced a 64% reduction in peak response while actually increasing FGM 
by 66%, although this effect was non-significant (F1,466 < 1), recovery was 
complete after 45mins at this site. 
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Time-course of the drug effects 

We recorded data from three epochs (pre-drug, drug and recovery epochs).  
The drug data was recorded immediately after the injection of the drug (t 
= 0).  If the monkey completed the block of trials (200 correct trials) in 5-
10 minutes we often recorded a second epoch of data which was averaged 
with the t = 0 data.  Recovery epochs were recorded at regular intervals 
between 15 minutes after drug injection up to 2 hours after injection, to 
estimate the time-course of the recovery from the drug injection.  The two 
NMDA receptor antagonists differed markedly in the time-course of their 
effects.  APV was effective immediately after application and recovered in 
15-30mins after injection.  Ifenprodil also showed effects at the t=0 epoch 
but the effects reached a maximum in later epochs (Figure 5.9).  The effects 
of CNQX were immediate and showed slow recovery, often taking 1 hour 
to return to pre-drug levels. 

Figure 5.9.  The typical time-course of the effects of an injection of ifenprodil.  The plots show data 
from epochs (200 correct trials) recorded at various time-points after the injection of 60nl of ifenprodil.  
The effects of the drug are immediate but the maximal drug effects occur around 100 minutes after 
the injection. 

 

The effect of CNQX and aCSF on peak responses and FGM 

Figure 5.10 shows the change in peak response and FGM for every 
recording site in our study after applications of CNQX and aCSF/water.  
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In can clearly be seen that CNQX strongly reduces peak response in every 
penetration but its effect on FGM is indistinguishable from that of 
aCSF/water. 

 
Figure 5.10. Effects of CNQX and aCSF at individual recording sites. (A) The effect of CNQX on 
the peak (∆Peak) response for every recording site, per penetration and sorted by the strength of the 
effect across the penetration.  CNQX significantly reduced the peak response in every penetration.  
Conventions are the same as Figure 4A.  (B) The effect of aCSF on ∆Peak was not consistent. (C, D) 
The effect of CNQX (C) and aCSF (D) on FGM. The effect of CNQX on ∆FGM was 
indistinguishable from the effect of aCSF. 

 

Differences between cortical layers 

The use of a multi-contact electrode allowed us to simultaneously record 
from the different cortical laminae.  We identified the depth of layer IVC 
with current source density analysis (see above) and we aligned different 
penetrations using this marker of cortical depth so that we could average 
across penetrations.  After averaging across penetrations we excluded 
extremely deep (more than 700µm below the layer IVC boundary) and 
extremely shallow (more than 1200µm above the layer IVC boundary) 
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contact points, leaving 20 different cortical depths spanning 2mm of 
cortex.  

 
Figure 5.11. Figure-ground modulation and drug effects across the cortical laminae. (A) The strength 
of FGM in the different laminae of V1. The data from each electrode was aligned according to the 
distance from the electrode to the CSD reversal at the layer IVC/V boundary. The shading of the bars 
indicates the assignment of the electrode to one of three compartments: deep (black bars), layer IV 
(grey) and superficial (white). (B) An example penetration showing the effect of an injection of APV 
into the superficial layers.  The y-axis shows the change in FGM produced by the drug, the negative 
values indicate that the drug reduced the level of FGM.  This effect was particularly prominent in the 
superficial layers. (C) The effect of the NMDA antagonists on the level of FGM across the different 
compartments (D = deep, 4 = layer IV, S = superficial). * = variation across compartments was 
significant, p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001. Error bars denote SEM. (D) The effect on MI, 
conventions as in C. (E) The effect of the different drugs on the peak response in the different 
compartments.  

We expected to observe laminar differences in FGM as recurrent 
connections terminate predominantly in the superficial and deep layers and 
have a weaker projection to layer IV (Rockland and Virga 1989; Felleman 
and Van Essen 1991; Salin and Bullier 1995).  In accordance with this 
anatomy we found that the strength of FGM varied across cortical depth 
(one-way ANOVA, F19,119 = 2.97, p < 0.001).  FGM was strongest in the 
superficial layers and weaker, but not absent, in the input layers IV and VI 
(Figure 5.11A).  Figure 5.11B shows an example recording where we 
injected APV and the reduction in FGM was most pronounced in the 
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superficial layers. We do not know if this reflects a genuine difference in 
APV sensitivity between layers or is caused by a preferential diffusion of 
drug back along the electrode shaft. 

To examine the effect of drugs on FGM in different layers at the 
population level we assigned all recording sites to one of three 
compartments: deep layers, layer IV and superficial layers, based on the 
distance between the electrode and the layer IVC boundary (different grey 
levels in Figure 5.11A). For the drugs with a significant effect on FGM we 
examined how the change in FGM varied across these compartments.  The 
effect of APV on FGM (ANOVA, F2,385 = 4.14, p = 0.017) and MI 
(ANOVA, F2,385 = 5.33, p = 0.005) varied significantly across 
compartments. This effect was driven by greater reductions in FGM and 
MI in the superficial layers (Figure 5.11C, D). The effect of ifenprodil on 
FGM and MI did not vary significantly across layers (both ps > 0.05).  We 
also examined whether there were laminar differences in the effect of the 
drugs on the peak response.  The effects of ifenprodil (ANOVA, F2,292 = 
5.09, p = 0.007) and CNQX (ANOVA, F2,249 = 16.3, p < 10-6) varied across 
layers, but the effect of APV did not (F2,385 < 1).  

Ifenprodil increased the peak response most strongly in layer IV and 
superficial layers (Figure 5.11E).  Similarly, CNQX reduced peak 
responses most strongly in layer 4 and superficial layers (Figure 5.11E). It 
is conceivable, however, that this laminar pattern was caused by a 
preferential diffusion of the drug back along the electrode shaft towards 
the cortical surface, causing a lower concentration in deep layers (Hupé et 
al. 1999).  Overall, the drug effects were relatively consistent across the 
layers. APV and ifenprodil caused reductions in FGM, whereas CNQX 
caused a decrease in visual responsiveness. 

 

Multi-unit envelope recordings 

We used a multi-unit recording technique that was introduced by Legatt 
et al. (1980), and was used in several studies from other labs (Logothetis 
et al. 2001; Xing et al 2009).  The method measures the spiking of neurons 
in the vicinity of the electrodes as the amplitude of the envelope of the 
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multi-unit signal (MUAe) (Super and Roelfsema 2005).  The signal 
from the electrode is first filtered between 500Hz and 5kHz to extract 
high-frequency activity (Filt1 in Figure 5.12), rectified (negative values 
become positive) and low-pass filtered at 200Hz to produce MUAe.  
MUAe provides an instantaneous measure of the number and amplitude 
of spikes in the vicinity of the electrode and its measurement does not 
require the setting of an (arbitrary) spike-detection threshold.   

 
Figure 5.12. Method of recording multi-unit activity (A) Signals are amplified and filtered between 
500 and 5000 Hz (Filt1). (B) In rare cases it was possible to record single unit activity (SUA) by setting 
a threshold (red dashed line). Generally, however, multi-unit activity MUAe was recorded by full-
wave rectification of the Filt1-signal (absolute value of the voltage) followed by a low-pass filtering 
step at 200 Hz. MUAe reflects the envelope of the Filt1 signal (see inset with expanded time axis), 
and it provides an instantaneous measure of spiking activity in the vicinity of the electrode tip.  MUAS 
is recorded by lowering the threshold (blue dashed line), to record the action potentials of a number of 
neurons.  
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Figure 5.13. Comparison of recording methods. (A) An example recording site at which we recorded 
a multi-unit signal by setting a spike-detection threshold (MUAs) and also sorted the spikes of a 
single-unit (inset shows the spike waveforms).  The MUAs response and the single-unit showed strong 
figure-ground modulation.  (B)  The envelope of the multi-unit spiking (MUAe) at the same site as in 
A.  The MUAe shows the same pattern of responses to figure and ground stimuli as the thresholded 
signal.  (C, D) A further example of simultaneously recorded MUAs (C) and MUAe (D), it was not 
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possible to isolate a single-unit at this site. Again, note the similarity of the two signals. (E) Non-
normalized MUAe responses from individual trials at the example recording site shown in B.  The 
responses evoked by the figure condition are shown in red, responses from the two ground conditions 
in blue and cyan.  Note the reliability of the initial response and the FGM.  

MUAe contains only high-frequency signals and there are a few possible 
sources of power in this frequency range in the cerebral cortex: somatic 
spikes, axonal spikes and dendritic spikes.  The largest amplitude spikes 
come from the somata of pyramidal cells. Axonal spikes have a much 
smaller amplitude, as evidenced by the very weak signals obtained in the 
white matter.  Dendritic spikes are unlikely to contribute to the Filt1 signal 
because they have a considerably slower time-course than somatic and 
axonal spikes (~20ms vs. ~1ms) (Larkum et al. 2007).  MUAe therefore 
predominantly reflects the average somatic spiking activity of neurons close 
to the electrode contact.  

The impedance and geometry of the contact points on the laminar probe 
were not optimal for obtaining single-units, which we recorded only 
occasionally (one example is shown in Figure 5.13A inset) and were 
difficult to hold after pressure injection of drugs. Another commonly used 
method to record MUA is to threshold the Filt1 signal and count threshold 
crossings in Hz (MUAs in Figure 5.12).  We set a spike-detection 
threshold to also record MUAs in some of the recordings.  As expected, 
the visual response and figure-ground modulation for MUAs was similar 
to that of MUAe (Figure 5.13), in accordance with a previous study that 
systematically compared MUAe to MUAs and reported MUAe has the 
better signal-to-noise ratio (Super and Roelfsema 2005). The strength of 
figure-ground modulation is similar for SUA, MUAe and MUAs (Super 
and Roelfsema 2005).  The reliability of the MUAe figure-ground 
modulation in individual trials is illustrated in Figure 5.13E. 

To examine the distance over which neurons contribute to the MUAe 
signal, we measured the laminar pattern and latency of the visually driven 
response, which has been illustrated in Figure 5.14.  The latency of the 
visual response was measured using a curve-fitting technique as described 
by Roelfsema et al. (2007).  The visual response started in layers IV and 
VI, which are targeted by afferents from the LGN. The visually driven 
activity is then propagated to the other layers of cortex that are activated 
after a delay of 10-15ms (Figure 5.14B), in accordance with previous 
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studies in V1 (Maunsell et al. 1992; Nowak et al. 1995). The sharpness of 
the transitions between layers implies (1) that the method to align the 
different penetration using the CSD works well and (2) that MUAe 
samples spikes within ~150µm of the contact point, which corresponds to 
the distance over which the same cell can be recorded in primary visual 
cortex with single-unit recording (Gray et al. 1995).  The limited distance 
over which cells are recorded with MUAe is supported by the well-
localized receptive fields with a size corresponding to the composite 
receptive field of a few V1 single units.   

 

Eye movement controls 

V1 RFs are small and changes in fixational eye position could influence the 
responses of V1 neurons.  To investigate if changes in eye-movements may 
have contributed to the changes in the neuronal responses we carried out 
two, two-way repeated measures ANOVAs (Fig/Gnd x Pre/Post Drug) 
for each drug on the average horizontal and vertical eye positions in each 
trial (in a window from 0-200ms after stimulus onset). No significant 
interactions were found for any drug (all ps > 0.3, we note that this analysis 
could not be performed on the ifenprodil data due to a problem with the 
storage of data from the horizontal eye channel). Thus, eye movements 
cannot explain the drug effects.  As an additional control we performed a 
stratification analysis (Roelfsema et al. 1998).  For each penetration we 
binned the mean horizontal and vertical eye positions from each trial (bin 
size 0.33o x 0.33o).  We then equated the number of trials in each bin across 
conditions (figure and ground) by randomly removing surplus trials in one 
of the conditions, thus ensuring that the eye-position distribution was 
similar across the different conditions.  We then reanalysed the data using 
only the remaining trials.  We ensured that we had sufficient trials for 
analysis by excluding penetrations in which we had to remove more than 
75% of the trials (7 penetrations).  After stratification, APV still 
significantly reduced FGM (p < 0.001, t-test with Bonferroni correction 
applied); CNQX did not influence FGM (p > 0.05).   Both APV and 
CNQX caused significant reductions in peak response after stratification 
(all p < 0.001, t-tests with Bonferroni correction). Unfortunately, due to a 
problem with the storage of the data from the horizontal eye channel 
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during sessions in which ifenprodil was injected, we were unable to carry 
out this analysis for the ifenprodil data. These results indicate that the 
effects of the drugs on the peak response and FGM are not caused by 
difference in eye position (up to a resolution of 0.33o x 0.33o). 

 
Figure 5.14. Laminar profile of the visually driven response. (A) Average multi-unit activity (MUA) 
evoked by the onset of the oriented texture in different layers, averaged across 14 penetrations for 
monkey E and 32 penetrations for monkey S. The boundaries between layer compartments are marked 
by dashed lines. (B) Visual latencies across cortical depth, averaged across penetrations. Error-bars 
show S.E.M.  
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